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The Deities Issue

What is a cleric or paladin without the
Gods?

Who do the peasants and other
unfortunates turn to in their most
desperate hour?

Deities, and to a lesser extent, Demi-Gods
serve an important function in fantasy
roleplaying and literature.

They are part of the very fabric of the
world, and give life and power to those who
seek out their guidance and spread their
gospel.

May the deities bless your next adventure!

And, as always, happy gaming!

- Russ from YUMDM
https://yumdm.com/

https://twitter.com/yum_dm

About Me
I have been roleplaying for over 30 years
and DMing for most of those. I have played
over 50 different roleplaying games, but my
first love is fantasy - it s̓ like coming home.

Other TTRPGs I like:WEG D6 Star Wars,
Feng Shui RPG, &Warhammer FRP.

Thanks to my Patrons
RollStats, Matt Kurowski, Jacob Alexander,
ButterflyDefect, J. David Chrisman, Alex, Korg INC,
NOLA Bert, GameCat, Kay Bee, Roll to Save, Lee
Boden, DM Jangy, Joseph Hurley, William Mayorga,
Dave Manley, Darryl McCarthy, Michael Brewer,
Jason Lemieux, Eric Scheid, Steven D Warble,
Qyubey, Magelord Bjorn, KAM, Peter Lawson,
Arthur Braune, Paul Vandyke, Michael Reuter,
Gregory Kirkpatrick, Michael Spredemann, Aaron
Seigo, Lordfulmine, Christy, allan wakefield, Games
With Dave, Jay Alan, AjaxVibe, Father Goose,
Christer Enfors, George Fuentes, Alan, Geena,
Jean-Claude Tremblay, Simon Williams, Floyd Zoot,
John Snow, Matt bayliss, Daniel Harkins, Carl
Russell, James F. Kelley, and Ronald Easterday, Jim
"Wilmanric" Pacek, Keith Parker, Eric Babe, Robert
Vilkaitis, Dennis Bretton, Michael Lee, Chet Cox,
Craig Pettie, Bill Jaimez, Dwight Fidler, Michael,
Brett Bozeman, David Ross, Aaron Morgan, None of
Your business, David Schnoll, Robert Alford,
Hafsteinn Ársælsson, Colton Juhasz, David Risher,
Phill Massey, Alien Spaces, Frank Tedeschi, Stephen
Jolly, Louis DiThomas Keller, MechJack TV, Derek
Reny, Andrew, Raith Richwine, Julio Scissors, Joe
Johaneman, Jay Sivyer, Hart R, Chris Strahm, Chris
de Haan, Van Davis, Grant G, Tim Cropley, Greg,
Eren Azcan, Riley, David, André alias DD, Andrew
Spurgeon, JT, Brother Who, Jamal L. Wilkins, josh
yoder, Jimberish, Che Webster, Dmasaurus, Morgan
Hazel, Trey, Richard Cunningham, Bryan Newman,
Robin Sampson, Petros Moros, Tom Thrush, Todd
Hersey, and Rainer Gustin.

… for making this zine as good as it is.

Want to join this team and support the
zine? I have a Patreon account:
https://www.patreon.com/yumdm
(Tiers are available to receive a physical copy).
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Other-World Building
Cra�ing Your Own
Pantheon

In the realm of fantasy world-building,
creating a pantheon of gods and goddesses
is a captivating, and usually, an essential
task.

A pantheon not only adds depth and flavour
to your campaign world but also provides a
rich source of inspiration for stories,
quests, and character development.

This article will guide you through the
process of cra�ing your very own pantheon
for your fantasy campaign world.

I will also showcase what I did to create my
own pantheon in my home campaign world
- Aythia - as an example.

Establish YourWorld's
Theme and Concept

Before diving into the specifics of your
pantheon, it's important to have a clear
understanding of your campaign world's
theme and concept. What kind of setting
are you creating? Is it high fantasy, dark
and gritty, or something in between?
Knowing the tone and style of your world
will help shape the nature of your
pantheon.

Example: I already had a fair idea what
Aythia was like (that is, mid-level fantasy)
before I started thinking about what deities
would be in it.

Having said that, I did create 12 deities
fairly quickly (most only by name) as I
wanted to have the months of the year be
the same as the 12 major deities.

So, I created 12 deities in name and
domains only.

Determine the Number of
Deities

Decide howmany gods and goddesses will
be in your pantheon. A small pantheon
might have only a handful of deities, while
a larger one could consist of dozens. The
size of your pantheon should align with the
complexity of your campaign world and the
role of deities within it.

Example: As mentioned above, I started
with 12 major deities, and these served as a
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bedrock for the pantheon, but I also le�
room for the deities the players came up
with as well.

One wanted to worship a storm god, and so
Kandor: God of Storms, Lightning, and
Thunder, was born as a lesser deity.

Define the Pantheon's
Hierarchy

In many pantheons, there is a hierarchy
among the deities. Some are more powerful
or prominent than others. Consider the
relationships between the gods and
goddesses. Who is the chief deity, if there is
one? Are there subgroups or alliances
within the pantheon?

Example:With the Aythian pantheon, I
didnʼt want a human-like group of gods,
who bickered and made deals with each
other, so there is no real hierarchy other
than between the 12 major deities, and the
lesser ones - and even this is due to their
popularity, rather than any political
affiliation.

Create the Deities

Each deity should have a distinct
personality, domain, and backstory.
Consider the following elements when
creating your gods and goddesses:

Name
Choose names that reflect the deity's nature
and role. These names can be unique or
derived frommythology and culture.

Example: For names, I took an aspect of
what the deity represented and then played
around with the word.

As an example, Dusrin, the god of travel,
messages, and perseverance, was created
from the word ʻdustʼ which I imagined
would be created when his riders galloped
past.

Domain
Assign each deity a specific domain or
portfolio. These can be related to aspects of
the world, like nature, war, love, or magic.
Make sure there is variety to cover different
aspects of life and the campaign world. And
feel free to give deities more than one
Domain.
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Example: This is probably my one regret
when I originally created my pantheon: I
didnʼt think long enough on the major 12
deity s̓ domains.

Use the list at the end of this article as a
starting point to figure out what would be
the most important domains to the people
of your world - these would most likely be
the domains of the most powerful deities.

And these can be region-specific as well.

The deity representing water and life could
be a major deity in dry or desert regions,
and just a lesser deity in more temperate
regions.

Appearance
Visualise how each deity looks, as it can be
a source of inspiration for descriptions and
artwork.

Example: I havenʼt really progressed that
far with the deities' appearances in my
pantheon, except to write down how they
can appear to worshippers.

I have not gone into any real detail on what
a god or goddess actually looks like as it
would be super rare for any mortal to
actually see the deity. Instead, they would
see representations of them in dreams,
visions, or even when praying.

Personality
Think about the personalities of your
deities. Are they benevolent, capricious,
vengeful, or wise? What are their
motivations and goals?

Example: As mentioned above, I tend not
to give individual deities human-like
personalities. They are a superior being
and the human-based concept of
appearance and personalities simply does
not apply to deities.

I do, however, understand their motivations
(basically to grow their base) and goals (to
grow more powerful and relevant in the
lives of their followers).

Some deities in my pantheon want to add to
their domains, gaining more followers in
doing so, and so domains certain deities
represent may change over time.

Symbols
Deities o�en have associated symbols or
icons. These symbols can be used as
religious icons, on temples, or in the attire
of their followers.

Example: I have written out or had drawn
(I cannot draw all that well) various
symbols and icons for each of the deities.
It s̓ important to do this as it gives some
details for when the characters come up
against evil religions or cults, and just to
add some depth to their own
religiously-devoted characters.
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Relationships
Consider the relationships between the
deities. Are there rivalries, friendships, or
alliances among them? How do these
relationships affect the world?

Example: The deities of my pantheon don't
really have relationships with each other.
On very rare occasions, some may band
together to save the world, but this is a very
rare exception.

In fact, it has only happened once in
recorded history, and that is when the
original god of magic was replaced.

DevelopMyths and Legends

Every pantheon is steeped in myths and
legends that explain their origins,
interactions, and the creation of the world.
Develop stories that showcase your deities'
powers, quirks, and influence on the world.
These myths can be the basis for quests and
adventures in your campaign.

Incorporate Mortal
Worship

Think about howmortals in your world
worship these deities. Are there organised
religions, cults, or simple rituals that pay
homage to the gods and goddesses?
Consider the consequences of divine
intervention in the mortal realm, including
miracles, blessings, and curses.

Include Clergy and Orders

Create clergy, priesthoods, and orders
dedicated to each deity. These religious
organisations can provide depth to your
world and serve as allies or antagonists in
your campaign.

Design Holy Sites and
Artefacts

Identify places of worship, temples, and
shrines dedicated to your deities. These
locations can become focal points for
quests and adventures. Additionally, think
about divine artefacts, magical items, or
relics associated with the pantheon that
players can seek or interact with.

See Relics of the Gods in the FULL version of
this issue.

Integrate into the Campaign

Now that you have a fully fleshed-out
pantheon, incorporate it into your
campaign. Allow your players to interact
with the deities, undertake divine quests,
and witness the effects of the gods and
goddesses on the world.

By following the steps outlined in this
article, you can create a pantheon that is
both engaging and integral to the narrative
of your fantasy campaign.
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List of Domains

Air Artifice Balance

Beauty Curses Chaos

Darkness Death Destruction

Dreams Earth Fate

Fertility Fire Harvest

Healing Hope Illusions

Invention Joy Justice

Knowledge Law Life

Light Love Luck

Music Nature Plague

Protection Prophecy Radiance

Shadows Silence Skill

Sorrow Stars Storms

Strength Subterfuge Sun

Time Trade Travel

Trickery Unity Victory

War Water Wealth

Wind Wisdom Winter

The Pantheon Unveiled
A Guide to the Gods in
Aythia

This is an introduction to my home
campaigns̓ pantheon. Hopefully, it will
inspire you to come up with your own (see
article Other-World Building in this issue).

How it Works
Deities, or Gods, are powerful beings who
represent certain aspects of life in the
KnownWorld.

They hold sway over these Domains - death,
nature, fire, etc - and can bestow on those
who follow the tenets certain spells and
other abilities and powers.

The deity itself does not give the power to
the follower, but rather facilitates it from
the Astral Plane where the natural energy -
powered by the belief in it by mortals -
resides.

The deity is also the protector of this
energy.

The individual deities who represent the
Domains are not actual beings as mortals
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understand that concept, but visual
representations.

This is why deities can look different to
various believers but still represent the
same Domain.

The Gods
There are 12 major deities, who each of the
12 months are named a�er, and who have
the largest number of followers in Aythia.

There are also lesser deities who are not as
well-known, either through a smaller
number of worshippers, or due to being
worshipped only in certain areas of the
KnownWorld.

The Domains
Each deity holds sway over one or more
domains. These domains represent
important aspects of life in Aythia, and are
powered by the faith of those who worship
them.

TheMajor Domains
Listed below are the 12 major deities and
the domains they represent.

Arkeris [ARK-ker-IS]
Night, Trickery, Lies, and Illusion

Arinix [A-RIN-icks]
Luck - both bad and good

Banoth [BAN-oth]
Wisdom, Knowledge, and Insightfulness

Damus [DAM-us]
Justice, Chivalry, and Law

Ferast [Fer-AST]
Magic
Gruan [GRU-an]
Nature, Growth, and Life

Kalisvar [KALIS-var]
Battle and War

Lucindar [LU-sin-DAR]
Rebirth, Guidance, Fire, and Summer

Taliiya [TA-lee-A]
Winter and the cold

Ullarl [Ool-LARL]
Death and Loss

Vaal [VARL]
Revenge, Pain and Suffering

Venren [VEN-ren]
Protection

Which Domains?
Assuming each deity you create
represents one or more domains, then
you should really try and understand
what domains would be important to
your civilization.

A sea-fearing civilization would probably
worship weather and water deities above
all others. While a war-like civilization
may worship gods of war, battle, and
destruction more.

Feel free to create domain lists for each
civilization, and build the deities based
on those.
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Divine Favours
How to Gain the Blessings of
the Gods

In many fantasy worlds, the gods play a
pivotal role in the lives of mortals.

To secure their blessings and favours,
individuals, and societies alike, o�en
embark on quests and devotional practices.

Mortals have a range of methods at their
disposal to earn divine favour, from
traditional offerings and prayers to heroic
quests and acts of charity.

Offerings and Sacrifices
One of the most traditional and prevalent
methods of gaining divine favour is through
offerings and sacrifices. Mortals can
present valuable items, food, or even
animals to the gods at shrines or temples.

These offerings demonstrate dedication
and devotion to the deity. The gods may
reward such acts of piety with blessings,
protection, or guidance.

Prayer andWorship
Prayer is a fundamental way to
communicate with the divine. Mortals can
pray at temples, churches, or even in the
privacy of their homes.

Through prayer, they can seek the guidance
of the gods, request their intercession in
times of need, or express gratitude for their
blessings. Consistent and heartfelt prayer
can strengthen one's connection to the
divine.

Acts of Charity and Kindness
The gods o�en favour mortals who exhibit
compassion, generosity, and kindness.

Engaging in acts of charity, helping the less
fortunate, and protecting the vulnerable
are ways to earn the gods' goodwill. These
virtuous deeds reflect the values associated
with various deities and align mortals with
their divine principles.

Heroic Deeds and Quests
Fantasy worlds are o�en rife with quests,
adventures, and epic struggles. Mortals
who undertake heroic deeds and quests
aligned with the will of a particular god
may earn their favour.

These deeds can range from slaying
monstrous creatures to retrieving sacred
artefacts, and they o�en involve acts of
valour and selflessness.

Pilgrimages to Sacred Sites
In many fantasy settings, there are sacred
places imbued with divine energy. Mortals
seeking the gods' blessings may embark on
pilgrimages to these sites. The journey
itself, along with the act of devotion, can be
a transformative experience. Pilgrims o�en
hope to gain insight, healing, or divine
guidance from their journey.
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Clergy and Religious Orders
Clergy, priests, and religious orders are
intermediaries between mortals and the
gods. They serve as conduits for divine
communication and are o�en granted
special powers by their chosen deity.

Seeking the guidance and assistance of
these holy figures can help mortals secure
the favour of the gods.

Offer Service to the Temple
Serving in a temple or religious institution
dedicated to a specific god is a direct way to
gain their favour. Mortals who commit their
lives to serving the divine, whether as
acolytes, healers, or protectors of holy
places, are more likely to receive blessings
and divine assistance.

Solve Mysteries and Enigmas
Some gods revel in mysteries and enigmas.
Mortals who solve riddles, decipher cryptic
prophecies, or unravel ancient secrets may
earn the favour of such deities.

Acts of Faith and Trust
Sometimes, the gods test mortalsʼ faith and
trust. Mortals who demonstrate
unwavering faith and trust in their chosen
deity, even in the face of adversity, may be
rewarded with divine favour. These acts of
faith are o�en associated with the gods of
endurance and resilience.

Deities' Blessings
Below is a list of some minor blessings that
a character might receive from their deity
a�er an act of devotion.

These can be rolled randomly, or chosen
based on the deity in question.

Guidance: The character receives a +2 to all
wisdom-based checks (not saves) for one
day.

Luck's Favour: The character gains +2 on
their next saving throw or attack roll.

Swi� Travel: The character's travel speed is
increased by 50% for a specific journey.

Divine Insight: The character gains
temporary proficiency for one day in a
specific skill.

Healing Touch:Minor wounds or ailments
are instantly healed. The character is
healed by D4 hit points and any disease or
poisoning is negated.

ProtectionWard: The character is
surrounded by a protective aura, granting a
+1 to AC for the next combat.

Clarity of Mind: The character gains a +4
bonus (or advantage) on their next saving
throws against mental effects.

Gi� of Communication: The character
gains the ability to understand a verbal or
written language they previously did not
know for D4 hours.

Eagle's Eyes: The character gains enhanced
vision, granting a +4 (or advantage) on any
perception checks for one day.

More blessings can be found in the FULL
version of this issue.
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The CreationMythos
Origins of the Gods

The creation myth is a fundamental
element that provides depth, meaning, and
context to your world. In this article, we
will explore the art of developing a creation
myth and the origins of the gods in your
fantasy universe.

Define the Purpose of Your
CreationMyth
Before diving into the specifics of your
creation myth, it's essential to consider its
purpose within your world.

Creation myths serve various roles,
including explaining the origins of the
universe, defining the relationships
between deities, shaping the moral and
ethical framework of a society, or providing
the backdrop for major conflicts.

Determine the primary objectives of your
creation myth to ensure it aligns with your
world's themes and narrative.

Establish the Cosmic Setting
Begin by describing the state of the cosmos
before creation.

Is it a void, a primordial chaos, or an
existing world in need of divine
intervention?

This setting provides the backdrop against
which the gods' creation will unfold.

Introduce the Primordial Entities
Most creation myths feature primordial
entities that exist before the gods.

These entities might represent elemental
forces, abstract concepts, or cosmic beings.

Consider how these primordial entities
contribute to the creation of the gods or the
universe itself.

Birth or Emergence of the Gods
Explain the emergence of the gods from the
primordial entities or the cosmic setting.

This can involve a divine birth, a moment
of enlightenment, or a transformation from
mortal beings.

Determine the nature of your gods – are
they benevolent or capricious, unified or in
conflict?

Assign Divine Roles and Domains
Each god in your pantheon should have
distinct roles and domains. Consider how
their personalities and powers align with
these roles.

For example, a god associated with the sun
may represent light, warmth, and life,
while a god of the sea may be linked to the
depths and mysteries of the ocean.
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Explore Divine Relationships
Elaborate on the relationships between the
gods. Sibling rivalries, love stories, and
alliances among the deities can add depth
to your pantheon and influence the world's
events.

These relationships o�en mirror aspects of
human nature and can serve as a source of
inspiration for your world's storytelling.

The Act of Creation
Describe the various gods' acts of creation,
whether they involve shaping the physical
world, breathing life into mortal beings, or
cra�ing the fundamental laws of magic.

Detail the specifics of these divine acts and
its consequences for the world.

The Role of Mortals
Consider the role of mortals in your
creation myth.

Do they play a passive or active part in the
divine plan?

Mortals may be seen as children of the
gods, created in their image, or simply as
observers and inheritors of the world they
have shaped.

Echoes in theWorld
Explore how the creation myth has le�
echoes in the world.

This can manifest as sacred places, ancient
relics, rituals, and beliefs that shape the
cultures and societies within your fantasy
world.

These echoes provide a tangible connection
between the gods and the mortal realm.

Aythias̓ Creation

As an example, here is my campaign
world s̓ creation myth.

The world was born out of a swirling mist
that coaleslest into the planet, sun, and the
moon. Along with these, the planes were
also born, and the elemental planes (with
help from powerful elemental entities),
shaped the world, while the Astral Plane
gave it life.

This life manifested in different ways,
creating animals and sentient beings.

As these sentient beings began to grow in
number and build settlements, they started
worshipping those important parts of the
world around them: the elements, nature,
animals, the weather - as more and more
being worshipped these various parts, the
domains were formed. They gained in
strength, and eventually the deities were
formed by various cults to represent these
domains.

There are no relationships between the
gods. They merely represent their
Domain(s).

Mortals, by their act of worship, powers the
domains, and thus these domains (and thus
the deity) get more powerful and more
popular.
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Gods andMortals
Relationships and
Interactions

In my home campaign, the deities never
directly contact mortals. Instead, they send
emissaries on their behalf.

These beings are called angels or devils,
depending on the alignment of the deity.

There are also other ways deities and their
servants can contact mortals (see article
Ascension of the Pious in the FULL version of
this issue).

These methods of communication can add
depth and mystery to the relationship
between deities and mortals, creating
opportunities for quests, character
development, and rich storytelling in a
fantasy roleplaying game.

Divine Symbols and Omens
Deities can send messages through natural
or supernatural symbols and omens.

For example, a ray of sunlight breaking
through storm clouds, a specific animal
appearing, or a particular constellation
alignment can all be signs from the deity.

Dreams and Visions
Deities may communicate with mortals
through dreams or visions.

Characters may receive prophetic dreams,
offering guidance, warnings, or cryptic
clues about future events.

Sacred Texts and Scriptures
The deity can inspire the writing or
discovery of sacred texts and scriptures.

Mortals can interpret these writings to gain
insight into the deity's will or to solve
problems.

Divine Artefacts
Deities can imbue artefacts with their
power or influence, making them conduits
for divine communication.

These artefacts might reveal hidden
messages or offer unique powers to their
wielders.

See article Blessed, They Be in Issue 16 of d12
Monthly for more on blessed weapons.
There are also more powerful divine
artefacts in the article Relics of the Gods in
the FULL version of this issue).

Mystical Portals
Deities may create or manipulate mystical
portals, gateways, or mirrors that allow
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mortals to glimpse their realm, receive
guidance, or access divine knowledge.

Whispers in theWind
The deity's voice may be carried on the
wind, rustling leaves, or in the sound of a
babbling brook. Nature deities tend to use
this communication method.

Devotees who are in tune with nature might
hear these whispers and interpret them.

Inspiration and Creativity
Deities can inspire mortals to create works
of art, music, or literature that indirectly
convey their messages or teachings.

See the blog post Muses in D&D on my
website for information on howmuses can
be used for this purpose.

Synchronicities and Coincidences
The deity can manipulate events or create
synchronicities to guide mortals. This
might involve seemingly random
encounters, objects, or situations that lead
characters in a particular direction.

Animal Messengers
Deities can send animals as messengers,
each with a specific meaning.

For example, a white dove might symbolise
peace and a black raven could be a
harbinger of ill omens*.

* In fact, ravens are seen in many cultures as
birds of ill-omen, and this particular symbol
surpasses just the word of deities.

Oracle and Seers
Oracles, seers, or other gi�ed individuals
can act as intermediaries between the deity
and mortals.

These individuals may have the ability to
interpret the deity's will through rituals or
trance-like states.

Miraculous Cures and Blessings
Deities can grant blessings or miraculous
cures to those in need, demonstrating their
favour and will, indirectly.

Personal Trials and Challenges
Deities might subject mortals to personal
trials and challenges, which, if successfully
completed, reveal insights into the deity's
intentions and desires. This could be used
as a solo mission for the party s̓ cleric or
druid.

Nature's Reactions
The deity can influence the natural world to
respond to the emotions or actions of
mortals. For example, storms might rage in
response to anger or nature may bloom
with the arrival of a hero.

Portents in the Stars
Astrological signs, celestial alignments, and
astronomical events can all be used to
convey messages from the deity.

Silent Temples and Shrines
In sacred places, the deity's presence can
be palpable, and mortals may feel guided
or enlightened when visiting these
locations.
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InterviewWith Simon
From Legend of the Bones

Q.What made you decide to
create a podcast in this style
(instead of something else
TTRPG-related)?

When I came back to the hobby in 2018, I
tried listening to a number of different
actual play podcasts but none of them
resonated with me. I found the table-talk,
people eating nachos, and the general
goofiness quite distracting. I don't mind
that in my live table games, a�er all, it's
about folk having fun, but it wasn't what I
wanted to listen to... I wanted something
more serious in tone and well-edited....I
wanted to feel immersed..

Then I came across Tale of the Manticore
and I was blown away.

This was the show I had been looking for,
but not only that, I had no idea you could
play an RPG solo. I was hooked.

I've always been a creative person. I've
drawn and painted for as long as I can
remember, I was the
singer/songwriter/producer in a couple
bands in my youth, as well as solo projects,
and of course, like many, I am a 'Forever
GM'.

In short, I'm addicted to creating stuff.

So a�er listening to TotM for a year or so, I
started to get the itch - I wanted to create
my own solo rpg/storytelling podcast.

I had heard Jon say a few times that there
was plenty of room for others in this space,
so I created an episode and got in touch
with him. Jon was generous and gracious -
he was incredibly encouraging, and
subsequently mentored me through
prepping the show for launch. I owe him a
debt in that regard.

Q. Why did you choose the
ruleset you use?

In truth, I never played much D&D as a kid.
I have 2e on my shelf but I only played that
a couple of times. My first love was always
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay (WFRP) 1e,
but I didn't want to use GW's proprietary
setting.

I wanted to homebrew a relatively
low-magic, grounded fantasy setting with a
feel more akin to Britain in the 9th-11th
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centuries. I also wanted a system that was
deadly like WFRP, but without the crunch. I
needed something lighter weight that
would work better in a podcast format.

At the same time, I'm also time-poor so I
needed a system I could learn quickly and
just get going. OSE (Old School Essentials)
was perfect.

Q. How do you go about creating
what happens in the story?

At first I needed to put the characters
somewhere unknown, as this would force
exploration and survival.

So I had this idea of a shipwreck, with the
character's being the only survivors,
washed up on a beach far from home.

There was an old lighthouse on the clifftop,
which had been used by a mage and his
apprentice (Vaylan). I had this idea, that
Vaylan and his master had been attacked by
a group of fanatical Witch-hunters.

Vaylan's master was killed which
immediately set up a revenge motivation
for the mage.

The party was quickly thrown into a
location-crawl, and quite soon I had this
idea that there is an overarching event
going on in the world, linked to the Witch
Hunters.

A�er that, whenever the party interacts
with a location or significant NPC, I ask my
Oracle whether it has any link to the wider

events. If it does, then that adds to the
emerging story.

Other things also will affect it though. For
example, the party recently failed an
important reaction roll. This led to a whole
new side quest, which provided the
opportunity for some great world and lore
building, as well as contributing to the
emerging narrative - you quite literally have
to roll with it!

Q. Who is your favourite
character you have created so
far?

Ah, the old 'who is your favourite child?'
question! When I was a kid, I always
wanted to play Fighter or Ranger types -
probably because I've always been very
slim, and wanted an alter-ego very different
frommyself. I was never interested in
playing magic users (or Clerics for that
matter).

So it has been a real surprise to me that my
favourite character is Vaylan, the mage. I
think it's because I find his character
interesting; he's a man struggling with his
inner demons.

I've discovered that the thing I love most
about doing this, is the discovery of the
characters; learning who they are, the
interrelationships, their hopes and fears.

For me, it s̓ that which deepens my
immersion, and makes the game feel more
'real'.
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Q. What tools do you use, and
what s̓ your favourite to use?

I have loads of random tables for different
terrain or locations which I use and update
constantly. I also have random weather and
direction tables (for getting lost, wind
direction etc), a reference of both NPC and
PC relationships, and a web of how events
relate to each other as they happen.

This is all essential to ensure continuity.

But my most important and favourite tool
by far is my D6 yes/no oracle, which I think
I pinched from your good self! (Editor Note:
I pinched it from Jon from Tales of the
Manticore!)

When playing solo, an Oracle is an
absolutely essential tool - solo doesn't really
work without it. Some people swear by
MythicGME and it is very good, but for me,
the simple D6 Oracle does everything I
need.

Q. Where would you like to see
all this go?What would be a
“success” for you?

To be honest, I'm making the show because
it pleases me to do so; because I love
playing it, exploring the world and its
characters, and finding out what happens
next - I'm entertained by it. As long as that
remains the case, I will keep doing it.

Having said that, I do love that other
people are enjoying the show, it gives me
validation of what I'm doing, and so I would
love the audience to grow as much as
possible - hopefully it might encourage
others to give solo play a try.

Where to find Legend of the
Bones

Listen to the episodes:
https://legendo�hebones.podbean.com/

Shownotes:
https://legendo�hebones.blogspot.com/
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NeedMore?
You are reading the FREE version of d12
Monthly Issue 30.

If you want the FULL version to have access
to 3 more articles, including relics of the
gods, secret cults, and how to become a
demi-god, you can do one of the following:

➔ Become a patron over on Patreon
➔ Buy a physical copy of this issue

(which gets you both the PDF and
a physical copy of the FULL
issue)

➔ Buy a PDF issue from
DriveThruRPG

Back Issues
Looking for more adventure? Back issues
are available to download for free on my
website.

Scan the QR code above to be taken tomy
website.

Next Month
For January 2024, we delve into the new
TTRPG Tales of Argosa by Low Fantasy
Gaming

Prepare your sword and axe for even more
of this gritty roleplaying game, and watch
out for those magic-users!

Join my Patreon today to start receiving
print copies every month (beats just getting
bills in the mail), or just to help out.
https://www.patreon.com/yumdm

You can support me for as little as $2 per
month.
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